This paper is focused on the vehicle dynamics caused by the forces exchanged, through buffers and draw gears, by consecutive vehicles on a curve. The results have been obtained by adding a buffers/draw gears contact model on an existing multibody code, previously developed by the authors. The multibody code manages rigid bodies connected by elastic and rigid constraints; the wheel/rail contact model is three dimensional and employs an elastic constraint among wheel and rail. The wheel/rail contact is managed by means of a numerical model called TOAM (third order approximation method). Numerical tests and experimental validations of the proposed model are here presented, considering a train made by three vehicles, running on an S shaped curve, subjected to parametric compressive forces.
Introduction
Safety and efficiency of train transportation are more and more requested by the railway operators. In order to provide a reliable and flexible tool to study the dynamics of a train and to reduce the expensive experimental tests, a new numerical model have been proposed by the author [1] [2] [3] .
In those previous papers, an original multibody software, capable to manage the dynamics of any number of rigid bodies (each one with six degrees of freedomdofs-) coupled by elastic or rigid joints, has been developed. Moreover, the developed code considers a three-dimensional contact between the surfaces of wheel and rail, by considering also an elastic interaction among them.
The further development that has been introduced in this paper is the adding of a new module, which integrates the buffers contact in the multibody code; by this way, the multibody dynamics of three consecutive vehicles, subjected to longitudinal compressive forces (LCF), are investigated by computing the contact forces exchanged by the buffer heads of adjacent vehicles, running on a 3D track. Not only the normal contact forces but also the friction forces between the buffer heads are considered in the proposed model; the latter forces grow up due to the relative movements of wagons, during the running on a curve.
As proved by experimental pushing tests performed by Railways Operators (DB, SNCF) [4] , the normal force on the buffer heads, due to LCF between consecutive vehicles, and also the friction coefficient between the buffer heads influence significantly the derailment risk. The above experimental tests refer to a series of vehicles where the first performs a braking and the last a traction, in order to impose a constant compressive longitudinal forces on the test wagon running on an S shaped curve.
In the paper, the main mathematical models are shortly described. Then a comparison between simulated and experimental data is shown. Lastly the effects of some operational parameters, such as the buffers gap and the friction coefficient between the buffer heads, on running safety, are investigated.
The numerical models

The TOAM wheel rail contact model
In order to accurately reproduce the wheel-rail interaction forces, an on-line threedimensional contact model has been developed [1] [2] [3] ; such model will be afterwards mentioned by using the acronyms TOAM (third order approximation method). General profiles of wheel and rail can be managed by the model and they can be defined from the user by input points; a mathematical definition of the profile is performed by employing the minimum number of third order polynomial functions that fit the input points with a tolerance defined by the user. The wheel and rail profiles used in the simulations proposed in this paper are respectively ORE 1002 and UIC 60 defined in [5, 6] . These profiles are defined by 284 points for the wheel and 190 for the rail; the tolerance used to fit these points is 0.001 mm, obtaining, respectively, 9 third order polynomial functions for the rail and 16 for the wheel.
The evaluation of contact points is based on the DIFF method [7] [8] [9] , which has been modified, by introducing a numerical approximation of the wheel surface, in order to improve the time efficiency of contact points detection, by a forward analytical development of the mathematical model. This approximation does not influence significantly the accuracy of the contact point detection as described in [1] ; particularly, a good accuracy is obtained (with an error on the conicity angle below 5 %, respect to commercial software), if the maximum relative angles between the surfaces of wheel and rail are enclose in the common domain for railway operations (experimentally they are lower than 20 mrad for the attack angle and 33 mrad for the roll angle, as it can be inferred by [4] ) .
The previously mentioned approximation of the wheel surface consists in developing the wheel profile along a parabolic function that approximates the wheel circle in the lower point, as described in Figure 1 . Here, the track and the wheelset reference systems are indicated, respectively, by {X,Y,Z} and {x,y,z}. The Z axis is perpendicular to the track plane, the X axis is oriented as the rail extrusion and the Y axis is obtained by means of the right hand convention. The second reference system {x,y,z} is located at the wheelset mass center, the y axis is parallel to the wheelset axle, the x axis is parallel to the track plane (X,Y) and the z axis is obtained according to a right-hand reference system. By employing the DIFF method, the contact points are detected, by looking for the lower points of the difference function, defined as the mathematical difference along the Z axis of the wheel and rail surfaces, as described in the Equation ( 1 ); where Σ w and Σ r are, respectively, the wheel and rail surfaces.
( )
According to the DIFF method, the contact points detection requires to find the minimum points of a two variable function. In order to reduce the computational effort, a further mathematical development is carried out, by introducing another necessary but no sufficient condition for the contact points detection. This condition imposes that the contact points must be located in a region of wheel surface where the derivative, computed along the direction of rail extrusion in the wheelset reference system, is null; such further condition provides a mathematical relation between X(y) and Y(y). Equation ( 1 ) can be rewritten in the Equation ( 2 ) and the contact points can be detected, by finding the minimum of a one variable equation; by this way the computational efficiency is improved and the on-line implementation is managed more easily.
( )
By knowing the position and the geometrical parameters at the contact points, the normal elastic contact forces are computed by using the Hertz theory [10] ; moreover, the friction forces are computed by using the Polach friction model [11, 12] . The buffer ecified in UI uffers con consider th buffers, a n de [3] . 
Test data
In order to analyse the effects of the forces exchanged by buffers and draw gears, on vehicle dynamics, some pushing tests proposed in [4] are reproduced by means of the developed multibody code and the additional module introduced in the above paragraph. In particular, the effects of longitudinal compressing forces (LCF), of the gap and of the friction coefficient between the buffer heads are considered.
The simulated vehicle is a SNCF Gbs 254; the main geometrical characteristics of this vehicle, defined in [4] The mass and inertia characteristics of the vehicle are reported in Table 1 ; moreover the elastic characteristics of the suspension are reported in Table 2 Table 2 : Primary suspension characteristics.
The track gauge considered in the simulations is 1435 mm; the wheel and rail profiles used are, respectively, the ORE S1002 and the UIC 60.
In the experimental tests reported in [4] , nine consecutive vehicles are employed; the monitored test wagon is placed in the middle of the train. In order to impose a fixed value of longitudinal forces, the first vehicle performs a braking whereas the last vehicle, a locomotive, performs a controlled traction. The vehicles adjacent to the test wagon are a Tds on the front and an Rs wagon on the rear; these wagons are loaded whereas the test wagon is unloaded, in order to reduce the wheel lifting risk of the non-tested wagons. In the experimental tests, with the train placed on a straight track, the draw gears between the tested wagon and each one of the adjacent wagons were drawn, until the buffers were put in contact.
In order to reduce the computational effort and the complexity of the problem, only three equal consecutive vehicles are simulated. The central vehicle is the test vehicle and the adjacent vehicles are loaded with 30 tons, in order to avoid the wheel lifting. The external buffers of the adjacent vehicles are loaded with longitudinal forces along the X axis of the car body (see Figure 4) ; by this way the compression of the train is imposed.
The track layout considered in the test is a 150 m track curve, with reverse curve and intermediate straight section, as it is specified in UIC Leaflet 527-1; this track layout is considered, according to the Railways Operators, as the most demanding from the point of view of running safety under a longitudinal compressive force.
The running speed used for the simulation is 30 km/h. Moreover, the experimental tests taken in account consider lubricated buffer heads; for this reason, a friction coefficient of 0.1 is considered in the numerical tests.
Tests results
In this paragraph, the numerical results are compared against experimental data; such data refer to a series of experimental tests carried on a family of wagons with characteristics similar to those reported above. In particular, in [4] , several experimental tests are carried out considering similar two-axle vehicles in order to infer general safety rules. The differences, among the vehicles of this family, concern the stiffness of the primary suspensions, the stiffness of the axle journal, the torsional stiffness of the wagon and wheel base distance (some wagons have this parameters set to 9 m, instead the simulated wagon has a wheel base distance equal to 8 m). The other parameters, such as the wagon length (over buffers), the mass, the wheelset geometry and the buffers and draw gears elastic characteristics are the same for all the wagons of the family considered and are the same with respect to the simulated vehicle.
In order to define the operational limits, some criterions are taken into account as in [4] : the most limiting criterions for these tests are the "Distortion of journal axle" and the "Lateral displacement of the track".
According to [4] , the "Distortion of journal axle" criterion prescribes that the distortion of the axle journal measured 380 mm below the lower flange of the solebar must not exceed 25 mm; it corresponds to the limit of elastic deformation given in [4] .
The "Lateral displacement of the track" criterion prescribes that the maximum lateral force applied to the track is function of the static axle load "P" (in kN); for reinforced track the value can be computed by the Equation ( 3 ), according to [4] . 
